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#1) Does the mill have a detailed wood 
supply plan?

• Surprisingly little information on fiber supply is available for
most pulp projects in Asia

• During 1990s, APP and APRIL raised US$ 15 billion in 
capital debt with minimal disclosure of wood supply plans

Most investment institutions 
have little forestry expertise, so 
rely heavily on data from project 
sponsors

Even publicly listed pulp  
companies are required to report 
little operational data related to 
wood supply 



#2) Will the mill and associated plantations put 
pressures on native forests?

APP and APRIL still 
rely on MTH from 
natural forests for 
60-70% of fiber

• Leading financial institutions now adopting forest policies 
(i.e. JP Morgan, Citibank, ABN Amro, Equator Principles banks…)

• Buyers also seeking to avoid reputational risks                
(i.e. UK Government, Int’l Paper, Home Depot, Ricoh…)



#3) Will the mill use wood harvested 
from illegal sources?

Effective chain of 
custody is critical

Anti-money laundering 
laws now being used 
to curtail financing of 
illegal logging

• In countries with weak forest governance, illegal logging is 
widespread (i.e. 60-75% of Indonesia’s total timber harvest)

• Growing reputational risks for investors and buyers



#4) Will the project have negative impacts on 
local communities?

• Social impacts often go unassessed, as banks and 
investors have little in-house expertise

• Yet land claims and social conflicts can have serious 
commercial and reputational risks (i.e. Indorayon)



#5) What growth rates and productivity can be 
achieved on an industrial scale?

• Project sponsors are often 
optimistic about annual planting, 
MAI’s, and projected yields
• In 2001, APP management was still 
telling stakeholders, “If Aracruz can get 
MAI’s of 60, we’re conservative in 
projecting that we’ll get 36-40 m3/ha/yr 
for areas planted in 2004 onwards…”

• It is essential to have independent 
assessments by plantation experts and 
to have reliable benchmarks



APP detailed its wood supply plan in its 2004 
‘Sustainability Action Plan’, but…

… it is based on extremely optimistic 
assumptions

• 252,800 ha of new plantation area 
to be established in Riau and South 
Sumatra during 2004-08

• by comparison, 155,500 ha planted 
during 1984-2003

• Average MAI to rapidly increase

• from 23 (in 2003) to 33.4 m3/ha/yr for 
mineral sites est’d from 2005 onward

• to 19.6 (in 2003) to 23.2 m3/ha/yr for 
peat sites est’d from 2006 onward



#6) Can plantation productivity be sustained 
across multiple rotations?

• Need to assess risk factors affecting productivity beyond 
first rotation

• For instance, 75% of APP plantations and 25% of APRIL 
sites in Central Sumatra are on peat swamps



#7) Are there sufficient areas of productive 
land w/in a commercial distance of the mill?

1.2 - 5.0 m tonnes of new 
pulp capacity is now ‘planned’ 
for Hainan, Guangdong, and 
Guangxi.

Can coastal South China 
provide fiber base to 
support this new capacity?
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#8) How competitive is the delivered 
wood cost?

• Wood costs in China are substantially higher than those 
found in Indonesia and Brazil

• Plantations spread out and in small blocks, poor 
infrastructure

• Limited genetic material – suboptimal species-site 
matching

• Highly variable silvicultural practices (i.e. overstocking)
• Limited implementation of environmental management 



#8) How competitive is the delivered 
wood cost?

• Wood costs in China are substantially higher than those 
found in Indonesia and Brazil

Key factors include:

• Plantations spread out and in 
small blocks, poor infrastructure

• Limited genetic material –
suboptimal species-site matching

• Highly variable silvicultural 
practices

• Shortage of flat productive land



• In coastal South China, flat land suitable for mechanized 
plantation management is scarce

• Depending on site, cost of land rent = US$ 70 – 220/ha/yr

Wood cost in South China (1/2)

• These sites generally have lower 
development costs, easier logistics, and 
higher wood yields

Production costs of recovered wood
US$13 -18/m3 (standing, 1st rotation)
US$ 20 - 28 per tonne at mill gate 

For land rental price below RMB 
55/mu/yr (approx US$ 100 /ha/yr)
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Wood cost in South China (2/2)
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• These sites generally require 
much more labor and higher 
fertilizer inputs

Production costs of recovered wood
US$13 -28/m3 (standing, 1st rotation)
US$ 32-44+ per tonne at mill gate 

For average land rental price of RMB 
15/mu/yr (approx US$ 27/ha/yr)

• Most future plantation development will occur on labor-
intensive hilly sites

• Cost of land rent is normally in the range of US$ 20-50 /ha/yr
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Cost of wood chips from 
labor-intensive hill plantations 



#9) Who controls the wood supply?
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Competitiveness largely depends on co’s ability to 
control costs by maximizing self-managed areas
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#10) How much competition will there be 
for land and pulpwood?
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South China Fiber Demand -- Scenario 1
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South China Fiber Demand -- Scenario 2
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South China Fiber Demand -- Scenario 3
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#11) Do you know who the project 
sponsors are?

• In Asia (and elsewhere), corporate ownership structures 
can be highly opaque

• For financial institutions and corporate investors, it is 
critical to know the track records of potential partners

• Banks have ‘Know Your Customer’ guidelines, and are 
required to conduct enhanced due diligence on ‘politically 
exposed persons’

• Financial regulations also require banks to assess whether 
there is a legitimate business function for non-transparent 
corporate structures used by clients



Who owns United 
Fiber System?

• UFS is publicly listed 
on Singapore exchange

• Most equity is held by 
a consortium of co’s 
incorporated in British 
Virgin Islands

• Tektronix Industries 
Ltd. is an investment co. 
for owners of CellMark

• Other BVI co’s are 
holding co’s for 
Wisanggeni Lauw, 
former managing 
director of PT MHB 
plantation company



#12) What guarantees exist to ensure project 
sponsors will meet commitments?

• Sponsor quality is a key determinant of project success 
– much depends on transparency, accountability, and willingness to

meet commitments

• Contractual covenants are often used to support financial 
obligations, social-environmental safeguards, or minority 
shareholders’ rights

• But such covenants may be difficult to enforce once the 
mill is built, unless structured as project finance

• Ultimately, few guarantees may exist unless political, 
financial, or market leverage can be brought to bear



#13) Are the reported costs of the mill and/or 
plantations realistic?

Weak regulation and 
corruption mean that costs 
often get ‘marked up’
• Some mills are designed to 
make ‘profit before operating’

• In Indonesia, Bob Hasan and 
Probosutedjo have been 
convicted of forest-related fraud

• International investors in such 
projects may be subject to anti-
money laundering and foreign 
corrupt practices laws in home 
countries



#14) What will happen if the project sponsors 
default on debt payments?

• Bankruptcy laws and commercial courts in countries like 
Indonesia and China are weak

• APP default offers important lessons

APP creditors had very little leverage:

• Physical assets were in Indonesia and 
China

• IBRA held first call on Indonesia mills

• Chinese banks negotiated own 
restructuring, excluding foreign creditors

• APP exploited creditors’ disunity

• Singapore courts offered little recourse



#15) Ultimately, does the project make 
business sense?

• Every investor will have their own tolerance for risk
• However, given the scale of most pulp mill 

investments, it is important that a project have the 
right fundamentals

• At a minimum, this should include:
– A legal and sustainable supply of fiber from the outset of 

operations
– Ability to secure this fiber and convert it into pulp at a 

competitive price
– Ability to get the pulp to market at a price that will 

compete with the Brazilians 
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